BIRD OF THE YEAR 2018
THREATS TO OYSTERCATCHERS

Rocky, the African Black Oystercatcher (Oyk), is very sensitive to disturbance and usually one of the first species to disappear when
under pressure. This makes him a good indicator of the health of coastal ecosystems. Once Oyks disappear, other shoreline species
(like Sandy, the White-fronted Plover) might go as well.
The IUCN Red list of Threatened Species lists oyks as LEAST CONCERN but this can change
if we don’t protect them. 80% of Oyk populations are found outside of protected areas
where they are vulnerable to increasing pressure due to development of our
coastline. The peak breeding season coincides with the greatest influx of summer holidaymakers when
stress placed on coastal ecosystems is the highest.

Oyks life strategy make them VULNERABLE

they are slow breeders. They are long-lived, take several years
Why? to reach maturity, fledge only 1 - 2 chics every year, and
sensitive to disturbance leading to a low fledgling survival rate.

Jeez! Look at all these
threats that can effect
my breeding success
and threaten my life.
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beaches drive over nests
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Dogs off-leash chase birds

Spring high-tides flood nests
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Disease like avian cholera

Humans having fun close
to breeding sites chase

birds off from their nests.
Eggs then overheat in the
sun or are in danger of
being eaten by predators.

Red Tides (algal blooms)
poison shellfish that
birds feed on

alien land predators

on islands (feral cats, house rats,
domestic dogs) kill chicks and eat eggs.
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Pollution: Toxins poison

water ; plastic and
fishing line entangle birds
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Development like housing and

industry degrade and destroy
roosting and breeding sites

off nests and may kill chicks
or trample eggs
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Illegal vehicles on
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Natural predators

like mongooses, jackals,
snakes and caracals eat
chicks and eggs. This happens
more often if human activities
disturb the adults from their nests.

Wow! I didn’t know that Rocky
and I had so many threats in
common. We should start a
support group!
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